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7. Slide Big

3.7 Slide Big production video
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What do you need .................................................................................................... 
Parts
 2x MAIN FRAME.........................................................................................
 2x BEAM.......................................................................................................
 2x ARM .........................................................................................................
 BIG SLIDE SHEET .......................................................................................
 FIRST ASSEMBLY .......................................................................................
 STEPS ............................................................................................................ 
 BENDING SLIDE SHEET ...........................................................................
 CORNER TEMPLATE .................................................................................
 BEAM SHEET SUPPORT ..........................................................................
 ANCHORS ...................................................................................................
Molds
 SLIDE BIG SHEET TEMPLATE TOP......................................................                            
 SLIDE BIG SHEET TEMPLATE DOWN................................................
 SLIDE BIG SHEET TEMPLATE CORNER...............................................
 SLIDE BIG FRAME ANGLE MOLD 95°.................................................
 SLIDE BIG FRAME ANGLE MOLD 145° .............................................
 SLIDE BIG FRAME ANGLE MOLD 90° ...............................................
 SLIDE BIG FRAME WELDING MOLD ..................................................
 SLIDE BIG FRAME ARM SPACING .......................................................
 SLIDE BIG FRAME MOLD STEPS SPACING......................................
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Work

Molds

machines

Tools

screwdriver             file grinder protractor calliper guage spring rule drill bit

cutting machine             bending machine bench drill welding machine painting gun
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1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5m
m

 at 50m
m

 w
ith saw

ing m
achine

2. W
eld 4 pieces exactly on each other w

ith a sm
all w

eld
3. Scribe and punch the top w

heel plate w
ith w

heel plate m
ould

4. D
rill 11m

m
 hole in w

heel plates
5. Cut the w

heel plates to the hole w
ith saw

ing m
achine

6. Veil the hole of the w
heel plates

7. G
rind the w

heel plates to 4 separate w
heel plates
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C.Backrest

10.C
 W

heely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5m
m

 tools needed

A. Main frame
B. Beam
C. Handle
D. Slide sheet
E.  Beam sheet support
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Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Pipe 25x1.6/2

Galvanized sheet 2mm 
Flat sheet 1mm/2mm

Angle iron

flat bar 2mm thickness

3x  Pipe 25.4 x 2mm or 25 X 1.6
1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm
2x Flat sheet 0.6 x 1200 x 2400mm
2x O� cut �at sheet 0.6mm
1x Round bar 10mm x 2

1x  Spring 25.4 x 2mm

1x  Woodenplate 60x220x2,4

1x  200x50 linnen cloth

1x  Sealing buttons
2x  Rubberslide buttons

Extra’s

      metal 

Spring 

Wood

Textiles

3x  Pipe 25.4 x 2mm or 25 X 1.6
1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm
2x Flat sheet 0.6 x 1200 x 2400mm
2x O� cut �at sheet 0.6mm
1x Round bar 10mm x 2

1x  Spring 25.4 x 2mm

1x  Woodenplate 60x220x2,4

1x  200x50 linnen cloth

1x  Sealing buttons
2x  Rubberslide buttons

Extra’s

      metal 

Spring 

Wood

Textiles

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed
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1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5m
m

 at 50m
m

 w
ith saw

ing m
achine

2. W
eld 4 pieces exactly on each other w

ith a sm
all w

eld
3. Scribe and punch the top w

heel plate w
ith w

heel plate m
ould

4. D
rill 11m

m
 hole in w

heel plates
5. Cut the w

heel plates to the hole w
ith saw

ing m
achine

6. Veil the hole of the w
heel plates

7. G
rind the w

heel plates to 4 separate w
heel plates
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Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

 1. take 6m pipe 25x2 mm (full length) cut on 4680
 2. mark from edge on 1625 mm and bend angle of 95 degrees
 3. mark 230 from edge of angle  and bend angle of 145 degrees
 4. mark centre of the angle (145 mold to mark centre of angle) and bend  
     145 degrees up (check with mold)
 5. mark 149 from centre of angle and bend 90 degrees down
 6. (if needed) mark 700 from angle and cut of rest piece

pipe 25x1.6/2

Cutting machine
95 degrees mold  
90 degrees mold
145 degrees mold

Slide Big
7.1 2x Main frame

*all dimensions are in mm

  7.1 main frame

2301785

145

70
0

16
25

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed
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1x Flat bar 40 x 5m
m

 tools needed

main frame

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. cut pipe 25x1.6/2 on 2360 mm
2. mark on 280 from edge
3. bend on mark in angel of 140 degrees up
4. mark 1805 from centre of angle (use 145 mold)
5. bend on mark of the angle of 140 down
6. (if needed) mark 280 from the centre of the angle and cut off rest piece

Slide big
7.2 2x Beam

*all dimensions are in mm

  7.2 Beam

pipe 25 x 2 mm

Cutting machine
145 degrees mold

1805

280

280

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed
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C.Backrest

10.C
 W

heely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5m
m

 tools needed

beam

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. cut pipe 25x1.6/2 on 1680
2. mark 213mm from edge
3. bend 95° on mark
4. mark 156 from the edge of the angle
5. bend on mark 95°  from angle
6. mark 808 mm from edge of angle
7. bend 95° from mark
8. mark on 85mm from the edge of the angle
 9. (if needed) cut off rest piece 

pipe 25x1.6/2

95° Mold
Cutting machine
Bending machine

Slide big
7.3 2x Arm

*all dimensions are in mm

  7.3 arm

80
8

156

85

21
3

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
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Veil

machines/tools
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1. take a galvanized sheet 2mm with a length of 2450mm and cut on a 600mm 
width
2. (left) mark 100mm from both edges using ” mold slide big template up”
3. (right) mark 100mm from both edges using “mold slide big template down”
4. Mark the rest of “mold slide big template up” on the sheet
5. Mark the rest of “mold slide big template down” on the sheet
6. Use hand grinder to cut on marked lines (check technical drawings to be sure )
7. 2x make a horizontal bend 100mm from long edge
8. (left) bend on marked line the top of slide sheet in an angle of 140° down
9. (right) bend on marked line the bottom of the slide sheet in an angle of 140° up

Calvanized sheet 2mm

hand grinder
bending machine
slide big template down
slide big template up
140° mold

Slide big
7.4 Big slide sheet

*all dimensions are in mm

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the seating 
in higher tempo. Simple cut out on the given dimensions.

Molds Wheely
mold 2.3 SteeringWheel

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

      metal 

Bendsaw

machines

Mold 3.2 wheely

12.1
video

 

12.1 Technical drawings

*all dimensions in millimeters

the four round angles of the big slide sheet are different then in this template.
We advice to first make the slide ones and then decide on the ideal radius.

  7.4 Big slide Sheet
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Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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Slide sheet

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. Weld main frame to big slide sheet
2. Weld beam to big slide sheet using “Slide big Welding distance mold” 
3. Weld main frame to big slide sheet
4. Weld beam to big slide sheet using “Slide big Welding distance mold” 
5. 4x cut pipe 25x1.6/2mm on 390
6. weld pipe 25x1.6x390 between end of both main frames
7. weld pipe 25x1.6x390 between the start of both main frames
8. weld pipe pipe 25x1.6x390 at the end of slide sheet between main frames
9. weld pipe 25x1.6x390 at the beginning of big slide sheet between frames
10. Weld arm on top of main frame and use mold arm spacing

2x main frame
2x beam
big slide sheet

Welding machine
Slide big  Welding distance mold
Slide big mold arm spacing

Slide big
7.5 First assembly  

*all dimensions are in mm

  7.5 First assembly

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the seating 
in higher tempo. Simple cut out on the given dimensions.

Molds Wheely
mold 2.3 SteeringWheel

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

      metal 

Bendsaw

machines

Mold 3.2 wheely

12.1
video

 

12.1 Technical drawings

*all dimensions in millimeters

we advice to watch the video to see how we assemble the first parts

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. 6x take pipe   25x1.6 and cut on 395
2. 5x weld pipe  25x1.6x390  using mold “1.7.9 slide big mold steps“
     at the beginning of the slide between main bars 
3. 1x weld pipe  25x1.6x390  using mold “1.7.9 slide big mold steps“ 
     at the end of slide between main bars

pipe 25x1.6mm

Cutting machine
Bending Machine
Slide big mold steps

Slide big
7.6 Steps

*all dimensions are in mm

  7.6 Steps

395

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items
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Wheel plate mould
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Drill bit 11
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Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. bend beginning of the big slide sheet around the beam support by hammering
2. bend end of the big slide sheet around the beam support by hammering

hammer

Slide big
7.7 Bending slide sheet

  7.7 bending slide sheet

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
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Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
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Bending slide sheet at bottom

bend here

bend here

Bending slide sheet at top 

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. In order to finish the big slide sheet you need to measure the space/
gab on top of the slide sheet.
2. 2x mark the measurements on a calvanized sheet 
3. 2x cut out marked lines 
4. weld in between big slide sheet

5. also  measure the space/gab on the bottom of the slide sheet.
6. 2x mark the measurements on a galvanized sheet 
7. 2x cut out marked lines 
8. weld in between big slide sheet

Galvanized sheet 2mm

Cutting machine
Welding machine
Mold 1.7.2 Slide big template corner

Slide big
7.8 Corner template

*all dimensions are in mm

  7.8 Corner template

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

measure gab/space bottom slide sheet

gab/space

gab/space

measure gab/space top slide sheet

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools
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1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed
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corner template

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. 4x cut pipe 25x 1.6 on 395 mm
2. 4x hammer ends of pipe 25x395x1.6
3. (beam 1) place/weld pipe 25x1.6x395 (hammered) between main bars at curve of top slide 
sheet
4. (beam 2) place/weld pipe 25x1.6x395 (hammered) between main bars at curve of bottom 
slide sheet
5. (beam 3) place/weld pipe 25x1.6x395 (hammered) 600mm from beam 1 underneed slide 
sheet between main bars  
6. (beam 4) place/weld pipe 25x1.6x395 (hammered) 600mm from beam 2  underneed slide 
sheet between main bars

pipe 25x2/1.6mm

Cutting machine
Welding machine

Slide big
7.9 Beam sheet support

*all dimensions are in mm

7.9  Beam sheet support

395

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

beam sheet support

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



1. collect 8 offcuts the you will use as anchors
2. 2x weld between end of mainbar 2 offcuts between end of pipe and 
150mm height
3. 2x weld between beginning of mainbar 2 offcuts between start of 
pipe and 150mm height

ofcuts pipe 25 x 1.6

Welding machine

Slide big
7.10 Anchors

*all dimensions are in mm

  7.10  Anchors

25 110

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

anchors

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Molds Big Slide
7.1 slide big sheet template top

flat sheet

Cutting machine
Welding machine

  9.1 Up&down frame bending mold

390

50
70

10
0

100

600
40

30
0

106

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Molds Big Slide
7.2 slide big sheet template down

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the anchor 
plates in a higher tempo.

flat sheet

Cutting machine 
Welding machine

          9.2 Up & down angle mold 105*

100

50

390105

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the seating 
in higher tempo. Simple cut out on the given dimensions.

Molds Wheely
mold 2.3 SteeringWheel

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

      metal 

Bendsaw

machines

Mold 3.2 wheely

12.1
video

 

12.1 Technical drawings

*all dimensions in millimeters

Molds Big Slide
7.3 slide big sheet template corner

there are many ways of making this mold. We decided to use square tubes as 
support.

flat sheet
roundbar 6mm
square tube 15x15mm

Cutting machine
Welding machine

  9.1 Up&down frame bending mold

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Molds Big Slide
7.4 slide big frame angle mold 95°

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the anchor 
plates in a higher tempo.

angle iron

Cutting machine 
Welding machine

          9.2 Up & down angle mold 105*

95°

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the seating 
in higher tempo. Simple cut out on the given dimensions.

Molds Wheely
mold 2.3 SteeringWheel

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

      metal 

Bendsaw

machines

Mold 3.2 wheely

12.1
video

 

12.1 Technical drawings

*all dimensions in millimeters

Molds Big Slide
7.5 slide big frame angle mold 145°

there are many ways of making this mold. We decided to use square tubes as 
support.

angle iron

Cutting machine
Welding machine

  9.1 Up&down frame bending mold

14
5°

25 14
5°

25Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Molds Big Slide
7.6 slide big frame angle mold 90°

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the anchor 
plates in a higher tempo.

Cutting machine 
Welding machine

          9.2 Up & down angle mold 105*

90°

47
39

7

197

angle iron

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the seating 
in higher tempo. Simple cut out on the given dimensions.

Molds Wheely
mold 2.3 SteeringWheel

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

      metal 

Bendsaw

machines

Mold 3.2 wheely

12.1
video

 

12.1 Technical drawings

*all dimensions in millimeters

Molds Big Slide
7.7 slide big frame welding mold

there are many ways of making this mold. We decided to use square tubes as 
support.

square tube 15 x 15mm
flat sheet 2mm 

Cutting machine
Welding machine

  9.1 Up&down frame bending mold

25
25

15

13
4

25
25
15

13
4

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Molds Big Slide
7.8 slide big arm spacing

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the anchor 
plates in a higher tempo.

round tube 25mm

Cutting machine 
Welding machine

          9.2 Up & down angle mold 105*

63

25

39
7

63

25

39
7

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed



Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

This mold is easily made, although will help you to produce the seating 
in higher tempo. Simple cut out on the given dimensions.

Molds Wheely
mold 2.3 SteeringWheel

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed

      metal 

Bendsaw

machines

Mold 3.2 wheely

12.1
video

 

12.1 Technical drawings

*all dimensions in millimeters

Molds Big slide
7.9 slide big frame mold steps spacing

there are many ways of making this mold. We decided to use square tubes as 
support.

angle iron
flat sheet

Cutting machine
Welding machine

  9.1 Up&down frame bending mold

17
9

17
9

165

17
9

17
9

165

Wheely

1. Cut 4x �at bar 40x5mm at 50mm with sawing machine
2. Weld 4 pieces exactly on each other with a small weld
3. Scribe and punch the top wheel plate with wheel plate mould
4. Drill 11mm hole in wheel plates
5. Cut the wheel plates to the hole with sawing machine
6. Veil the hole of the wheel plates
7. Grind the wheel plates to 4 separate wheel plates

      material/items

Welding equipment
Wheel plate mould
Drilling machine
Drill bit 11
Sawing machine
Grinder
Veil

machines/tools

C.Backrest

10.C Wheely backrest

1x Flat bar 40 x 5mm tools needed
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